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Abstract— While recent research is mainly focused on the OS
support for a single reconfigurable node, this paper presents
a general approach to manage distributed reconfigurable hard-
ware. The most outstanding properties of these systems are
the ability of reconfiguration, hardware task migration, and
fault tolerance. This paper presents first ideas of an operating
system (OS) for such architectures. Furthermore, a prototype
implementation consisting of four fully connected FPGAs will be
presented.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Distributed reconfigurable hardware platforms [1], [2] are
becoming more and more important for applications in the area
of automotive, body area networks, ambient intelligence, etc.
The most outstanding property of these systems is the ability
of hardware reconfiguration. In terms of system synthesis, this
means that the binding of tasks to resources is not static, i.e.,
the binding changes over time. In the context of FPGAs, recent
research focuses one OS support [3] by dynamically assigning
hardware tasks to an FPGA.

In a network of connected FPGAs, it becomes possible to
migrate hardware tasks from one node to another during the
system operation. Thus, resource faults can be compensated
by rebinding tasks to fully functional nodes of the network.
The task of rebinding is also calledrepartitioning or online
partitioning. A network of reconfigurable nodes that imple-
ments repartitioning will be termedReCoNetin the following
(see Figure 2(a) for an example of a ReCoNet).

This paper describes the basic problems to be solved for the
implementation of a ReCoNet. The first two features that are
provided by the OS of the nodes in a ReCoNet are 1)rerouting
and 2) repartitioning. They deal with erroneous resources.
Thus, we are able to compensate line errors by computing
a new routing for broken communications and we can migrate
tasks from one node in the network to another during the
system operation. These two tasks are also necessary in
all distributed systems, not only in reconfigurable hardware
systems. However, based on these two problems, we define
feature 3)partial reconfigurationas the process of merging
different hardware tasks together on a single FPGA. Here,
the reconfiguration of a single node, also calledReCoNode,
is done partially for the whole network. One outstanding
objective in this third process is to deliver a generous approach
that is not necessary bounded to a specific FPGA architecture.
In the context of our paper, we consider only small networks

in the sense that the whole state of the ReCoNet is known and
stored in each ReCoNode.

A lot of related work has been published in the area
of routing and computer networks [4]. The novelty of our
approach is to combine these approaches with the paradigm
of hardware reconfigurability.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no implementation of
a ReCoNet as described above. Reconfigurable Architectures
like PACT [5] and Chameleon [6] are first approaches for
coarse grained, networked processing units without providing
support for online reconfiguration and optimization.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses
the three basic OS features needed to provide the necessary
support for distributed reconfigurable hardware platforms. Sec-
tion III focuses on the issue how to configure a single node in
such a network while section IV presents our first simple pro-
totype implementation of a ReCoNet. This prototype consists
of four connected Altera FPGA boards.

II. T HE BASIC OS FEATURES

This section describes the basic features needed for running
a distributed reconfigurable system. Before defining these fea-
tures, we will take a closer look on the underlying architecture.
In this paper, we consider “small” networks of hardware
reconfigurable embedded systems. The main aspects of the
hardware are:

• small: Each node in the network can store the current state
of the whole network. The state of a network is given by
its actually typology consisting of all available nodes, of
available links, and of the distribution of the tasks in the
network. In order to store the available connections in
the ReCoNet, we use a so-calledincidence matrix(see
Figure 1). This matrix is of dimension|V | × |V |, where
|V | is the number of nodes in the network. An element
of the incidence matrix is non-zero if there is a direct
connection between the two corresponding nodes.

• hardware reconfiguration: Allows the implementation of
arbitrary functions in hardware. Thus, it accelerates the
computation of the corresponding functions required in
the network.

• embedded: requires the optimization of different objec-
tives, like power consumption, cost, etc. simultaneously.

These are the fundamental properties of a distributed reconfig-
urable system that we call aReCoNet. Furthermore, a ReCoNet



must support repartitioning of tasks in the network. Therefore,
we have to implement three OS features. In order to com-
pensate errors in the hardware infrastructure, we implemented
the two OS featuresrerouting and repartitioning. Network
connectivity faults are compensated by the computation of
a new routing. And further, the fault of a complete node is
compensated by migrating tasks to other nodes. Finally we
implemented a third OS feature namedpartial reconfiguration.

In order to describe these OS Features mathematically, we
need an appropriate model. The behavior of the system is given
by n tasksT = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} running onm possible nodes
V = {v1, v2, . . . , vm}. Furthermore, the ReCoNet structure is
given by l links C{c1, c2, . . . , cl} between the nodes with:

C ⊆ V × V.

Each taskti ∈ T can be mapped onto an arbitrary set of
resources. Therefore, we model all possible bindings as a set
β, where:

β ⊆ T × V.

The OS features are triggered if a resource fault is detected or
a new task becomes ready to run. In the following we reveal
the basic OS features rerouting, repartitioning and partial
reconfiguration in detail.

A. Rerouting

The first OS feature to be defined is the task of rerouting.
Rerouting is required if a connection (cf ∈ C) in the
network fails. All communications done over this connection
has to be rerouted. There are several publications dealing with
this issue. Recent work was mainly focused on probabilistic
approaches [7].

Here, we consider a high-level fault tolerant approach.
Rerouting itself can be decomposed in three subproblems:

1) Line detection: Is a linkci = (vj , vk) between two nodes
vj andvk available or not?

2) Network state distribution: If a connection between two
nodes (vj , vk) fails, all nodesv ∈ V \{vj , vk} in the
network not incident to connectioncf must be informed.

3) Routing of broken communications.

The first subproblem can be solved in several ways. The easiest
implementation is to periodically send some predefined data
over each connection. If we do not detect any signal changes at
the end of this connection, either the line or the sending node
may be defect. In both cases, we cannot use this connection
any longer.

The second subproblem, the distribution of the network
state, could also be solved in many ways. Again, we just
mention the simplest one, the broadcast. The detecting node
vj just sends this new information to all its neighbors. These
neighbors will relay this message until all nodes in the network
are notified. The main problem in this solution is to keep
track of already known messages which should not be relayed.
Another problem is the time needed for the distribution. If an
error is intermittent, there may be several different messages
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Fig. 1. Example of a ReCoNet. (a) The ReCoNet consisting of four ReCo-
Nodes and the corresponding incidence matrices. (b) Two connections failed.
(c) All directed neighbors are notified. (d) All indirect neighbors are notified.

are on their ways through the network all representing a
different state of the network. Thus, also if we limit ourselves
to applications without any time constraints, we need some
time base in the network [8].

The last subproblem, the computation of a new routing can
be done with any routing algorithm. Since we only consider
small networks, we are able to store the state of all connections
of the network in an incidence matrix. Based on this matrix,
we can calculate the new routes using for example the shortest
path algorithm (see [4]).

Figure 1 shows an example of the first two steps in the pro-
cess of rerouting. Figure 1(a) shows a ReCoNet consisting of
four fully connected ReCoNodes. The corresponding incidence
matrices are also shown near each node. In Figure 1(b) the
situation is shown where two connections fail. Each incident
node detects this error and updates its incidence matrix.

In the next step (Figure 1(c)) all direct neighbors are
informed about the topology change of the network. Note, that
all nodes store different information of the state of the network.
Finally, in Figure 1(d), all nodes have the same information
about the state of the network. Based on this information, each
node computes the new routing.
On every node this procedure of rerouting can be implemented
in the following fashion:

if ( line state[i] != next line state[i])
{ Update Incidence Matrix( );

Notify all Neighbours(line fail);
reroute( )

};
if(Receive net state! = net state)
{ Update Incidence Matrix( );

Notify other Neighbours(line fail);
reroute( )

}

B. Repartitioning

Rebindingdescribes the migration of hardware tasksti ∈ T
from one nodevj in the network to anothervk. Thus we
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need{(ti, vj), (ti, vk)} ∈ β. Note, that if we configure the
reconfigurable nodesvi, vk with a processor, it may be possible
to migrate a hardware task (thw

i ) to a software task (tsw
i )

and vice versa, too. For a nodevk this will further need
{(thw

i , vk), (tsw
i , vk)} ∈ β. The task of rebinding is also called

repartitioning or online partitioning in the following.
But when should we migrate a task? In this paper, we just

focus on the case of resource faults, i.e., if a nodevf in the
network fails, all tasks running onvf must be migrated to
other nodes. Thus, the task of repartitioning can be divided
into two subproblems:

1) Detection of resource errors and
2) rebinding of tasks to nodes.

The first subproblem again can be solved by using the in-
cidence matrix of the actual network. If a nodevf has no
working connection to any of its neighbors ({vf , vi} ∈ C, ∀i),
it is called isolated. An isolated node cannot be used for
process execution any more and all tasks bound to this node
must be migrated.

An important question is how to perform a save task
migration, i.e., how to keep track on the current state of a
task. Here, we limit ourselves to stateless tasks which can
be started in an appropriate state after a system failure. It is
explained in [8] how to handle non-stateless tasks.

Furthermore, we must consider the question of on which
nodevj should a taskti be restarted. Again, there are several
well-known approaches and the simplest one is to use a
priority binding list P : β → N for each taskt ∈ T , i.e., each
task is bounded to the node with highest priority in its priority
list. If this node fails, it rebounds to the next available node
with the highest remaining priority. Note that when rebinding
tasks, we must recompute the routing as well.

C. Reconfiguration

In order to be as general as possible, we do not require
partial reconfiguration as provided by some Xilinx FPGAs
[9]. By disconnecting a single nodevi, the remaining network
V \{vi} should not be affected. Thus, we can reconfigure a
disconnected node completely.

If we allow only fully hardware reconfiguration, we must
ensure that all tasks (tj ∈ T ∀(tj , vi) ∈ β), that are
implemented on the given nodevi are not needed for the time
of the reconfiguration. If we are not sure about this, we first
have to migrate these tasks to other nodes in the network. A
simple implementation of this algorithm will be presented in
Section IV.

Figure 2 shows a scenario where an additional hardware
task is loaded into the system. The initial state of the network
is shown in Figure 2(a). Each of the four nodes executes
software (circles) and hardware (rectangles) tasks.Also, the
configuration memory of each node is shown. Next, an ad-
ditional hardware task (t9) should be loaded into the system.
Here, we assume thatt9 should be loaded on node ReCo-
Node4. Therefore, all tasks (t7, t8) running on ReCoNode4
are suspended and restarted on ReCoNode2 and ReCoNode3,
respectively (see Figure 2(b)).
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Fig. 2. Example of Repartitioning. (a) shows the original ReCoNet config-
uration. There are four ReCoNodes. Each node is configured with software
(circles) and hardware (rectangles) tasks. The configuration memory for each
node is also displayed. (b) To configure ReCoNode4 with an additional
hardware task (t9), we must move all running tasks of this node to other
nodes in the network. At the same time the configuration memory (Config4)
is updated with the additional task. (c) After reseting ReCoNode4 the new
configuration is loaded.
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Fig. 3. Example of a ReCoNode. The reconfigurable hardware computes the
routing and partitioning of the distributed application. The communication
module provides information about local connections.
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Fig. 4. Configuration of a single ReCoNode. Beside the communication
modules (HDLC) and the hardware tasks, there is a NIOS CPU with additional
timers and I/O ports.

Note, that taskt8 is implemented in software. Furthermore,
the new configuration for ReCoNode4 is stored into the
configuration memory.

In a last step (Figure 2(c)), the reset signal is issued on
ReCoNode4. ReCoNode4 starts with the new configuration.
The task t7 and t8 on ReCoNode2 and ReCoNode3 are
suspended.

III. C ONFIGURATION OF A RECONODE

A ReCoNode should implement the three basic functions as
described in Section II. Figure 3 shows a simple example of
a ReCoNode.

The reconfigurable hardware computes the actual routing
and partitioning based on its information about the state of
the network. Note, that the hardware could be configured
with a processor (as will be presented in the next section) to
do the required computation. The communication module is
needed for sending and receiving packages over the network.
Furthermore, it observes the state of each directly connected
line. If the state of a line changes, the reconfigurable hardware
will be notified. As described in Section II, the reconfigurable
node will then compute the new incidence matrix and will
notify all other ReCoNodes in the network about the change.

To perform the reconfiguration of the hardware, the ReCo-
Node itself can write the configuration memory and generate a
self reset on the FPGA. That way, our solution does not require
any partial reconfiguration of the FPGAs. In the simplest
scenario, we just migrate all tasks to other nodes of the
network, write the desired configuration into the configuration
memory, and trigger a reset on the FPGA (see also Figure 2).
For non-stateless tasks, additional work is needed to ensure a
proper migration of such tasks inside the ReCoNets.

Figure 4 shows the configuration of a single ReCoNode
as used in the sample implementation described in the next
section. Beside the communication modules (HDLC), there is
also a CPU and user-defined hardware. By using a CPU core,
we have the possibility to run tasks in hardware as well as in
software or any mixed implementation.

IV. A PROTOTYPEIMPLEMENTATION

In order to test our new approach, we have constructed a
distributed reconfigurable prototype consisting of four Altera
Excalibur development boards [10]. With a single Excalibur

Fig. 5. A prototype implementation of a distributed reconfigurable system
that supports repartitioning. The prototype is composed of four Altera Excal-
ibur development boards.

board, the user has the ability to build a hardware-software-
system by using Altera’s SoPC-builder [11]. Such a systems
is composed of Altera’s NIOS processor [12], user-specified
hardware, and user-specified software. The user-specified soft-
ware is given in C/C++. The user-specified hardware and the
NIOS-processor are connected by using a hardware description
language like VHDL or Verilog. After synthesis of the hard-
ware design, it is downloaded to the FPGA on the Excalibur
board.

A single node of the prototype implementation is configured
as described in section III with a NIOS processor and three
communication modules (see also Figure 4). For the commu-
nication we have chosen the standard HDLC (High-level Data
Link Control) protocol. In order to detect line errors, we have
implemented the physical layer with a Manchester encoding.
See Figure 4 for the configuration of a single ReCoNode.

The prototype implementation of the ReCoNet is shown in
Figure 5. Several automotive applications are implemented on
this ReCoNet. The three basic OS features as described in
section II are implemented as follows:

• Rerouting: Each node stores the current state of the net-
work in an incidence matrix. If a line error is detected the
incidence matrices are updated as shown in Figure 1. In a
last step, a new routing for all applications is computed by
the use of Dijkstra’s shortest-path-algorithm. The routing
itself is done by the NIOS CPU on each node.

• Repartitioning: Each ReCoNode stores the binding pri-
ority list of each task. If a ReCoNode fails, all tasks
currently executed on this node are migrated to the
next available ReCoNode with the highest remaining
priority. If there is no copy of the migrating task available
on this ReCoNode, we must perform a reconfiguration
step by either copying a software implementation or a
complete configuration file to this node. Therefore, the
ReCoNode has to know where to find this configurations.
In our prototype, only the two nodes ReCoNode2 and
ReCoNode3 switch between two different configurations.
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These configurations are stored in the configurations
memory of ReCoNode1 and ReCoNode4. Again, the
selection of a configurations file is statically programmed.
The transfer of the configuration streams is done over the
network.

• Reconfiguration: Reconfiguration is established by writ-
ing a configuration stream to the configuration memory.
The copying of the configuration file is again done by
the NIOS CPU. It requests the configuration from one
of its neighbors and stores the data in the configuration
memory. The error free transfer of the reconfiguration
content is guaranteed by the utilized HDLC protocol.
Further, a special bit inside the configuration bitstream
is used to indicate valid configurations in the memory.
This bit is analyzed by an additional PLD that controls
the reconfiguration process after the triggered reset. By
writing this bit as the last one to the configuration
memory, we can ensure that only valid configurations are
transferred to the FPGA. This mechanism is archived by
the configurator PLD that loads a default configuration
on determining an invalid configuration memory content.
When all data is written correctly to the configuration
memory, the NIOS CPU issues the reset signal to itself.
The ReCoNode that sends the reconfiguration bitstream
remembers the last read request until a proper reconfig-
uration has been achieved. This allows the default con-
figuration to initialize a broken reconfiguration process
again (e.g. during a power failure in the reconfiguration
download phase).

In order to visualize the state of the network as well as
the distribution of the applications, we have written a small
monitoring JAVA program. This program communicates to a
single Excalibur board over the debug port. A screenshot of
the monitoring program is shown in Figure 6.

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented the implementation of basic
OS features for running a distributed reconfigurable hardware
system, a so-calledReCoNet. Two of these tasks deal with the
fault tolerance of such a system. While thererouting is used
to compensate communication errors, we can compensate the
defect of a node byrepartitioning. These two features together
with the ability ofhardware reconfigurationallows us to build
dynamical hardware-software systems. A first implementation
of these basic tasks in distributed reconfigurable system con-
sisting of four Altera FPGAs was presented here.

Important issues in the future are to provide support for
real-time and non-stateless applications. Furthermore the
optimization (online/offline) of distributed reconfigurable
systems must be considered in future work.

Fig. 6. Monitoring tool for the prototype implementation. One can see the
active connections as well as the distribution of the processes.
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